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ABSTRACT

pirScan is a web-based tool for identifying *C. elegans* piRNA-targeting sites within a given mRNA or spliced DNA sequence. The purpose of our tool is to allow *C. elegans* researchers to predict piRNA targeting sites and to avoid the persistent germline silencing of transgenes that has rendered many constructs unusable. pirScan fulfills this purpose by first enumerating the predicted piRNA-targeting sites present in an input sequence. This prediction can be exported in a tabular or graphical format. Subsequently, pirScan suggests silent mutations that can be introduced to the input sequence that would allow the modified transgene to avoid piRNA targeting. The user can customize the piRNA targeting stringency and the silent mutations that he/she wants to introduce into the sequence. The modified sequences can be re-submitted to be certain that any previously present piRNA-targeting sites are now absent and no new piRNA-targeting sites are accidentally generated. This revised sequence can finally be downloaded as a text file and/or visualized in a graphical format. pirScan is freely available for academic use at http://cosbi4.ee.ncku.edu.tw/pirScan/.

INTRODUCTION

PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are a class of small non-coding RNAs that guard animal genomes against mutation by silencing transposons (1). piRNAs guide the Argonaute proteins of the PIWI subclass to target mRNAs for silencing (2–5). The majority of the approximately 15,000 piRNAs encoded by the *Caenorhabditis elegans* genome, however, do not match transposon sequences (6,7). It has been proposed accordingly that piRNAs target additional mRNAs with diverse functions. The rules governing piRNA targeting have proven enigmatic (8,9). It has been shown, however, that piRNAs appear to tolerate at least three mismatches between their sequences and likely prefer pairing at a seed region (10–14). Our group has further refined the piRNA targeting rules in *C. elegans* by examining how a single piRNA recognizes its target, and by analyzing piRNA reporter assays (15). These analyses have confirmed that piRNAs require near perfect matching within the second to seventh nucleotide seed-region, much like microRNAs (16). Unlike microRNAs, however, piRNAs can only tolerate a few mismatches outside of the seed region. Lastly, the first nucleotide does not contribute to piRNA targeting. Therefore, although the piRNA targeting rules share similarities with the miRNA targeting rules, the numerous tools available for miRNA target prediction are insufficient to successfully predict piRNA targeting sites (17–19).

Significantly, the elucidation of the piRNA targeting rules can help resolve a decades-long impediment to *C. elegans* researchers: transgene silencing in the germline. Transgenes carrying GFP or mCherry tags are frequently silenced in *C. elegans* germlines (15). Additionally, this transgene silencing phenomenon is dependent on the PIWI Argonaute PRG-1 (22). By introducing silent mutations in silencing-prone transgenes, such as GFP, mCherry and Cas9, at sites predicted to be targeted by endogenous piRNAs, we have successfully observed strong germline expression of these transgenes in wildtype animal (15). In total, the modified transgenes are expressed in all 14 independently isolated transgenic worm lines, while the unmodified transgenes are silenced in all 15 worm lines. Not only do these results validate that our piRNA targeting rules are correct, but they also provide an avenue to avoid the persistent silencing of transgenes in *C. elegans* germlines (15).
To make our piRNA targeting rules available to the worm community, we have developed pirScan (http://cosbi4.ee.ncku.edu.tw/pirScan/), which predicts the endogenous piRNA targeting sites in an input sequence using our established targeting rules. pirScan intuitively displays where piRNA targeting sites are located within an input sequence, as well as the pairing information at each piRNA targeting site. The results of each piRNA target prediction can subsequently be downloaded. pirScan then provides suggestions of how to break piRNA targeting rules and therefore render a given sequence more likely to be expressed. Once the suggested silent mutations are chosen by the user using the graphical interface, the revised sequence is re-scanned to verify that it is now free of piRNA-targeting sites. The final modified sequences can then be downloaded.

TOOL DESCRIPTION

General framework

pirScan is a tool that predicts the presence of piRNA targeting sites within a given sequence in C. elegans and suggests silent mutations that can be introduced to avoid silencing of transgenes by piRNAs (Figure 1). The user can input a mature mRNA or spliced DNA sequence and choose to use default or customized piRNA targeting rules to search for targeting sites. The results are provided with a concise graphical and tabular representation displaying all predicted piRNA targeting sites within the input sequence. Each of these views can be downloaded in portable network graphic (.png) and comma separated value (.csv) format, respectively. The user can then choose between suggested silent mutations that will allow the input sequence to escape predicted piRNA targeting, but still retain the same amino acid sequence. If more than one piRNA targeting site were present in the input sequence, then each piRNA will have its own separate table complete with the possible silent mutations to introduce. Upon the user’s completion of the proposed mutagenesis, the modified sequence is immediately re-submitted for scanning to verify that the sequence will successfully escape piRNA targeting and ensure that new targeting sites were not inadvertently introduced. Once the user is satisfied with the adjusted input sequence, the modified version can be downloaded as a text file (.txt).

Input

pirScan will accept an input sequence in plain text format (Figure 1, Input). The user must also specify an input name, which will be included in the output following modifications. The input can be a mature mRNA sequence or spliced DNA sequence. By default, pirScan will assume that the first nucleotide present is the start of the open reading frame (see Example 1 in the input window on pirScan). If the first nucleotide present is not the start of the open reading frame, users can also specify the numerical positions of the open reading frame to provide coding information of the input sequence by changing the selection in the input window (see Example 2 in the input window on pirScan). As piRNAs can also target 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs), we suggest the user to include the sequence of 5’ and/or 3’ UTRs and simply specify the coding region. The input sequence should not contain introns. ‘None’ can be selected as the coding sequence region if the input is a non-coding RNA/DNA.

Target stringency

pirScan will identify piRNA sites in C. elegans using the default target stringency setting if not specified (Figure 1, Input). The default setting will predict the confident piRNA targeting sites according to our reporter assay which allows zero non-GU mismatches in seed, less than or equal to two GU pairs in seed, less than or equal to two non-GU mismatches in non-seed, less than or equal to three GU pairs in non-seed, and less than or equal to six mismatches and GU pairs in seed and non-seed regions combined (15). To predict more piRNA targeting sites, we have used a slightly relaxed rule (zero non-GU pairs in seed, less than or equal to two GU pairs in seed, less than or equal to three non-GU pairs in non-seed, less than or equal to four GU pairs in non-seed, and less than or equal to six mismatches in seed and non-seed regions combined). Both stringencies have enabled our group to obtain transgenic strains that stably express silencing-prone transgenes in the germline, including GFP::CDK-1, mCherry::ANI-1 and Cas9 (15,23,24). The stringency of the targeting rules can be adjusted by the user prior to the first submission. If an adjustment to the target stringency is made, then those revised targeting rules are automatically used for rescanning of a modified sequence. If the chosen stringency results in over 100 predicted targeting sites, then the search will abort and ask the user to either strengthen the stringency or shorten in input sequence.

Output of targeting site

Upon submission of an input sequence, the user can download a table in .csv format that contains the list of predicted piRNA targeting sites in the input sequence, the targeting score, the location of targeting sites, the numbers of mismatches, and some aspects about those mismatches (Figure 1, Target sites). The targeting score is based on the results of our reporter assay (15) and is calculated using a penalty system where a perfect targeting site is assigned a score of 10. Each non-GU mismatch in the seed region, GU pair in the seed region, non-GU mismatch in the non-seed region, and GU pair in the non-seed region incurs a –7, –1.5, –2 and –1.5 penalty, respectively. We recommend changing any site predicted by the default targeting rules which results in targeting scores of 0 and above, as these are confident sites that are more likely to be critical for silencing. In fact, we have successfully expressed a silencing-prone gfp::cdk-1 transgene by modifying all four confident sites predicted with default targeting rules and one additional site found in the junction between the gfp and cdk sequence (Figure 2 and Table 1). This suggests that, in contrast to the more relaxed rules used in our previous study (15), it is possible to selectively mutate only a few sites and still observe transgene expression. Additionally, a visual representation of the predicted piRNA targeting to the input sequence is available for downloading in .png format. The pairing between the
Figure 1. An overview of pirScan’s workflow.
piRNA database and pirScan webserver construction

pirScan identifies the piRNA targets by searching for homology between the input sequences and the *C. elegans* piRNA sequence data, which includes 15364 type I piRNAs that can be downloaded from WormMine (http://intermine.wormbase.org/tools/wormmine/) and 2485 type II piRNAs, which was collected from PRG-1 IP data (26) with at least 1 read per million reads in (27). For *Caenorhabditis briggsae* piRNAs, a 14453 piRNA-containing database is composed of piRNAs that are cloned at least 1 read from one of three small RNA libraries separately on three strains, i.e., adult hermaphrodites, adult males, and embryos, and contain an upstream motif score of at least 5, based on the data in (28). The search for piRNA target sites is performed using our Python script. The web interface of pirScan was constructed using Django, a Python web framework that encourages rapid web development. All figures in pirScan were generated using D3.js, a JavaScript library which provides powerful visualization components. All tables in pirScan were generated using DataTables, a table enhancing plugin for the jQuery Javascript library which adds sorting, paging and filtering abilities to plain HTML tables with minimal effort. pirScan is available at http://cosbi4.ee.ncku.edu.tw/pirScan/ (main site), http://cosbi2.ee.ncku.edu.tw/pirScan/ (backup site 1) or http://cosbi5.ee.ncku.edu.tw/pirScan/ (backup site 2).

**POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS**

Our goal in developing pirScan is to make our discoveries concerning the rules of piRNA targeting available to the scientific community and to provide researchers with a method of avoiding the germline silencing of transgenes in *C. elegans*. pirScan can be employed for similar purposes, as well as for more disparate analyses. Examples of tangential goals are outlined below.

Express transgenes containing various foreign sequences in *C. elegans* germline

We have described our success in expressing GFP, mCherry and Cas9 in *C. elegans* germline (15). pirScan will be useful to reorder other foreign sequences, such as RNA/DNA binding proteins, enzymes or additional fluorescent markers. A recent study has reported an alternative approach by adding periodic A/T clusters (PATCs) to the promoter and/or introns of the transgene (29). Although the function of PATCs in gene expression is not understood, this strategy has also been employed by our group to stimulate gene expression in the germline (15,29). It remains to be determined whether transgene expression can be further promoted by combining both strategies.

Analyze previously used constructs for piRNA targeting

Interpreting the lack of expression from a previously published or previously used transgenic construct can be difficult. For example, when miRNA promoters are used to drive GFP expression, GFP is detectable in most tissue types with the exception of the germline (30). This result...
suggestions that either miRNAs are not expressed in the C. elegans germline, or that the transgenes used in this study are prone to germline silencing. pirScan can be applied to these constructs to suggest the best interpretation of this negative result or a similar case.

**Eliminate particular endogenous piRNAs for allowing transgene expression**

pirScan is designed so that the input sequence can ultimately be modified to escape silencing of the indicated endogenous piRNAs. In some cases, the user may be unable to introduce even silent mutations in his/her transgenic sequence. pirScan can be used to identify which piRNAs are responsible for silencing a particular construct, and the user can apply CRISPR/Cas9 or a similar method to delete or modify the indicated piRNA sequence in the *C. elegans* genome.

**Identify piRNA targeting sites on endogenous genes of interest**

pirScan accepts sequences of any origin as input. Therefore, the piRNA targeting site prediction is not limited to exogenously constructed genes. If a user hypothesizes that the lack of germline expression or germline-specific regulation of an endogenous gene could be a result of piRNA targeting, then he/she can simply submit the endogenous sequence and look for piRNA targeting sites.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The discovery of small noncoding RNAs has changed how we understand the factors contributing to gene expression. In a similar vein to the numerous miRNA target prediction tools that are available to predict miRNA binding, we have developed a tool to predict piRNA targeting sites using the piRNA targeting rules. This piRNA target prediction tool is the first of its kind for *C. elegans* and we believe it will be highly valuable in assisting the *C. elegans* community to circumvent the decades old impendence of germline-specific transgene silencing. Our piRNA targeting rules have only been experimentally validated in *C. elegans*; however, in the future, we will expand pirScan once the piRNA rules are identified in other animal systems. In addition, we can update our tool to incorporate any additional factors that influence targeting. For example, the influence of piRNA abundance on silencing efficiency is not yet understood, but our tool can be easily updated in the future to consider expression level if this is established as a deterministic factor. As the piRNA targeting rules are likely to be operant in *C. briggsae* as well, we have also provided the option of using the piRNA data of *C. briggsae* by simply choosing *C. briggsae* in the input page (28). As PIWI proteins are highly conserved among animals, pirScan offers an exciting platform of piRNA target prediction that can be expanded to various organisms in the future.
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